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Summary

Summary

The work presented in this habilitation thesis summarizes ten years of investigations, both theoretical
and experimental, of the spin excitations in a spin-polarized two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
confined in Cd1−xMnxTe quantum wells. Cd1−xMnxTe is a diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS)
compound. Compared to spin-polarized 2DEG obtained in GaAs quantum wells by application of an
external magnetic field1,2, a key advantage of Cd1−xMnxTe is the presence of the built-in exchange field
due to the Coulomb-exchange between the spins of conduction electrons and localized magnetic Mn
ions. The exchange field couples to the spin degrees of freedom but not to the orbital motion, thus, pro-
viding the reverse situation to that of GaAs: the spin quantization dominates the orbital quantization.

Thanks to the progresses in the 2DEG mobility3, we introduced4 this system as a test bed to study the
spin excitations, mostly by inelastic light scattering (magneto-Raman scattering), but also to get an
experimental access to spin-resolved parts of the Coulomb interaction5 in an idealized spin-polarized
homogenous electron gas. This remarkable test-bed finally allowed us to study the interplay between
Coulomb interaction, spin-orbit interaction and electron-Mn exchange interaction.

With magneto-Raman scattering, we successfully measured the dispersions of collective and indi-
vidual transverse spin excitations4,6–9. The former is the spin-flip-wave (SFW) and propagate with a
negative group velocity below the continuum of spin-flip single particle excitations (SF-SPE). When
neglecting the dynamical coupling between electrons and Mn spins, the Larmor’s theorem applies4

and the zone center energy of the SFW yields the bare Zeeman energy of electrons Ze, which is the
addition of the exchange field with the static Mn spin polarization and the normal Zeeman with the
external field. The zone center energy of SF-SPEs yields the renormalized Zeeman energy Z∗. We
linked5 the ratio Z∗/Ze with the Pauli spin susceptibility enhancement due to Coulomb-exchange
between electrons of the 2DEG. This was an important issue in 2DEG because on one hand the spin-
susceptibility enhancement was suspected to be involved in the metal-insulator transition observed
in Si-MOSFETOkamoto99, 10, and on the other hand because a spontaneous spin-polarization of the
2DEG has been predicted to occur at very low densitiesAttacalite02, 11 (rs � 27). We addressed the is-
sue of the spin-polarization degree dependance of this enhancement. Most of the studies carried before
with magneto-transport measurements considered the density dependance only. They also might be
cannulated by the orbital quantization. The CdMnTe system provided tunable high spin-polarization
degrees with negligible orbital quantization. With a set of samples having electron densities in the
range rs ∈ [1.5, 2.5], we measured the enhancement Z∗/Ze as a function of the spin-polarization degree
and found a decreasing behavior. This result is compatible with the theory of Refs.[12, 13], only if the
mass is simultaneously increasing with ζ. This debate is still controversial.14

In the context of spin-wave based electronics it is an important issue to understand the limits of
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the spin-wave propagation. The spin coulomb drag has been pointed as an intrinsic limitation of
the spin-based transport.15,16 However, the SFW is a transverse spin-excitation and the transverse
spin-drag has been predicted to be much weaker.17. We measured the universal damping rate of the
SFW7 which grows as the square of the in-plane momentum q. As parallely the group velocity grows
like q, a maximum travel path of 1 μm has been deduced.18

Along with the transverse spin excitations, we also observed the spin-density fluctuations spectrum
(longitudinal part). We observed a sharp peak, the structure of which is strongly modified by the
strength of the Coulomb interaction. In a recent theoretical work, this structure was identified as a
spin-plasmon strongly coupled to spin-conserving SPEs.19

We carried theoretical investigations of the dynamical spin responses in a spin-polarized 2DEG20

to support these experimental observations.

The spin-orbit interaction is now recognized as a promising protagonist to manipulate spin-wave
in future spintronic devices. We addressed the effects of spin-orbit interaction (SOI) on the col-
lective spin excitations in a conducting system. We demonstrated, unlike the expected scenario of
D’yakonov-Perel decoherence, that the distribution of spin-orbit fields experienced by every single
spins, was screened-out by the Coulomb interaction. This process builds-up a unique spin-orbit fields
which governs the precession of the intersubband spin-plasmon in GaAs quantum well21 or the SFW
in a CdMnTe quantum well.9 This effect may have impact in spintronic.

CdMnTe is a DMS quantum well and is also a test-bed for the interactions present is other DMS
compounds, but experiencing ferromagnetic transitions at available temperatures. We thus considered
the coupled dynamics between conduction electrons and localized Mn spins. The coupling between
this two spin subsystems is at the origin of the carrier induced ferromagnetism observed in DMS.22 An
anticrossing gap has been observed in the precession frequencies of the homogeneous modes.23 Electron
and Mn spins construct mixed modes. The degree of mixture is maximum at the anticrossing. The
conditions for an anti-crossing at finite momentum were theoretically determined.24 However, exper-
imental observation of this finite q anti-crossing gap is altered by the q2 universal damping exposed
above.

Recently, spin-based sources of THz electromagnetic radiation have recently attracted a great deal
of attention. They would allow wire-less communication between devices. We explored the capacity of
our test-bed system to radiate electromagnetic waves from the spin-precession. We indeed captured a
transient THz radiation by time-domain spectroscopy after triggering of the spin precession by an op-
tical far-infrared pulse.25 The measured transient electromagnetic field was very weak (∼ 50 mV/cm)
with short duration (∼ 3 ps) and the observed frequencies were not trivially linked to the one observed
by cw Raman spectroscopy. We add to investigate the non-linear dynamics of the two coupled spin-
sub-systems to explain the frequencies. We were finally successful in demonstrating the spin origin of
the emission by quantitatively describing the generation mechanism, the radiated field amplitude and
the observed frequencies with first-principles.
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